New SAT Grammar Workbook (Advanced Practice Series) 3rd Ed (Volume 8)
**Synopsis**

This New SAT Grammar Practice Book is the perfect study aid for the upcoming Redesigned New 2016 SAT. Improve your score with 18 chapters of grammar skills made easy, over 200 study skills questions, and 440 practice test questions. You will definitely be prepared for the New SAT with this workbook!
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**Customer Reviews**

Updated. Answer explanations provided. Thanks.************ Old review************This book totally confused my daughter. She has been scoring well on actual College board SAT Practice tests and Khan Academy. When she started doing practice tests from this, she got confused on most of the questions. Trying to make sense of the answers was very frustrating as well since no explanation is given. We went back to Khan Academy for more practice questions. The topics covered are too shallow to provide sufficient understanding of the topic. Note to authors: Please provide detailed explanation of each question just like your reading books.

Compared to the reading book, the grammar book has lots of useless things such as introduction. I don't need introduction and what I need is practice test.

Bought this for a high school college bound student to use for the IES review course which is
operated by Khalid Khashoggi.

As a tutor I was looking for a very detailed and comprehensive resource to prepare my students for the New Sat until I got this Grammar book which is so helpful and offers lots of practice exercises and new ways of explanations.

I bought this for my daughter. She liked it. I enjoyed reading this book.

Very helpful.

Looks good

good item
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